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November 4, 2019 marked the 150th anniversary of Nature’s first issue.  An Editorial 
published in advance of the anniversary (September 26, 2019; 573: 464) noted that there 
were only a handful of years between the newest and oldest citations on the reference list of 
many papers. The Editorial begs a fascinating question: what is the relevance of historical 
(older) papers for current science?  To examine this question, I read and studied all the 
primary research papers published in Nature in its 151st year looking for citations at least 
approximately fifty years old that were relevant and generative for current research. I 
found that 117 out of 929 research papers (12.6%)—a not insignificant number—published 
in the year included such citations of older works, but that for only 22 papers (2.4% of 
2019-2020 papers) was the older cited work essential or crucial for the current work.  (I 
was also able to estimate the rate of failure by referees or editors to catch uncited 
important older reference to be only ~0.1-0.3%.)  Citations go back to Aristotle’s 
Metrologica, but there is a precipitous drop off with time with 44% of the older cited 
papers having been published between 1961 and 1970, 21% published 1951-1960 and 20% 
published 1921-1950.  Most interestingly, 53% of the 2019-2020 papers citing older works 
were papers in the physical sciences, including 16.5/22 (75%) of papers for which the older 
cited work was essential or crucial for the current research significantly in excess (p<0.01) 
of the 39% of the total papers from the physical sciences in the year.  This difference seems 
to be due to modern technologies allowing new testing and novel deployment of previously 
laid down fundamental principles in the physical sciences.  These findings may have 
practical implications for the utilization of the scientific past in future research.   
 
  
November 4, 2019 marked the 150th anniversary of Nature’s first issue.  To commemorate its 
150th year, Nature published1 Essays, Comments, Features, Perspectives, Review Articles, a 
Podcast and a Video.  These are historically interesting, informative and inspirational. In advance 
of the anniversary, an Editorial2 published September 26, 2019 announced and described these 
plans. This Editorial also noted that there was only a handful of years between the newest and 
oldest citations on the reference list of many papers. The Editorial begs a fascinating question: 
what is the relevance of historical (older) papers for current science?  To examine this question, I 
have read and studied all the primary research papers published in Nature in its 151st year 
looking for citations at least approximately fifty years old that are relevant and generative for 
current research. I found that 117 out of 929 research papers (12.6%) published in the year 
included such citations of older works, but that for only 22 papers (2.4% of 2019-2020 papers) 
was the older cited work essential or crucial for the current work.  There is a precipitous drop off 
in citations with time with 44% of the older cited papers having been published between 1961 
and 1970, 21% published 1951-1960 and 20% published 1921-1950.  53% of the 2019-2020 
papers citing older works were papers in the physical sciences, including, interestingly, 16.5/22 
(75%) of papers for which the older cited work was essential or crucial for the current research 
significantly in excess (p<0.01) of the 39% of the total physical science papers in the year.  I was 
also able to estimate the rate of failure by referees or editors to catch uncited important older 
reference to be only ~0.1-0.3%. I discuss the implications of these findings for the future utility 
of the scientific past. 
To study the question of the utility of older work for contemporary science, I have read through, 
looked at the reference list, and studied closely, when necessary, every primary research paper in 
Nature for the year from September 26, 2019 (Vol. 573 Issue 7775) through September 17, 
2020—Articles and Letters for the September 26, October 3, 10, 17 issues and Articles in the rest 
of the issues—looking for relevant older citations.  How old an old citation should be cannot be 
defined exactly, but I looked for articles at least approximately 50 years old (1970 or earlier).  In 
particular, I was looking for articles not just from another generation, ~20-30 years old, but from 
another era such that the paper is not necessarily in the consciousness—or at least memory—of 
current scientists.  A citation did not qualify as being scientifically important by the criteria 
implied by the Editorial simply by being old.  Thus, for example, I did not include in the list 
(Supplementary Tables 1-5) citations of original fossil finds (e.g., ref.3 cited in ref.4), chemical or 
material reference values (ref.5 cited in ref.6) or well appreciated mathematical, statistical or 
experimental methods.   
 
For a number of reasons, I believe that the 246 older works cited in 117 (out of 929) research 
papers published in Nature’s 151st year represent the true extent of the contribution and utility of 
historical scientific work to current research.  There are not a significant number “absent” or 
“missing” citations due to ignorance, indifference or irreverence by current researchers to the 
science or scientists of the past, deliberate or unconscious omissions of references to past work, 
or errors by reviewers, editors (or authors):  First, the consistent citation to reference works 
across the whole gamut of scientific disciplines, as mentioned above, as well as the papers listed 
in Supplementary Table 1 in which older work is cited essentially only for background or 
historical interest, show that current scientists are aware, willing and happy to cite the work of 
their scientific predecessors.   
 
So too, arguing against ignorance or lack of interest in prior work are, for example, the citations 
in back to back papers7,8 (see Supplementary Table 2) on symmetry breaking in supersolids that 
in their citations (refs.9-11 cited in ref.7 and refs.11-17 cited in ref.8) show a deep, extensive and 
sophisticated knowledge of older work.  As well, clearly showing the interest and knowledge of 
older scientific work by current scientists are the citations in one paper this year (ref.18) not only 
of an old foundational work (ref.19), but also “pre-discovery” work on the topic (ref.20).  
 
Next, the citations in the 2019 paper by Asaad et al.21 (see Supplementary Table 3) argue against 
a reluctance by present day scientists to cite past work.  Asaad et al. showed that using RF 
electric fields for spin control—the Stark effect utilized in a magnetic resonance system—is a 
route to scaling up nuclear-spin-based quantum devices. After finishing their studies, the authors 
found out22 that Nicholas Bloembergen (1920-2017) had proposed this idea near sixty years 
previously.  Asaad et al. cited not only Bloembergen’s short theoretical note23, but also 
experimental work24 Bloembergen had done with a student, going down the same line as Assad 
would six decades later.  
Finally, the error rate of authors, reviewers and editors can be estimated: One paper from the 
year (ref.25) described a skin-integrated haptic interface useful for augmented and virtual reality. 
In the abstract, the authors state, “Traditional technologies for virtual reality (VR) and 
augmented reality (AR) create human experiences through visual and auditory stimuli that 
replicate sensations associated with the physical world. … In comparison to the eyes and the 
ears, the skin is a relatively underexplored sensory interface for VR and AR technology …”  But 
not cited was a paper in Nature a half century ago by physician Paul Bach-Y-Rita and 
colleagues.26 “Vision substitution by tactile image projection” which describes, “here a vision 
substitution system which is being developed as a practical aid for the blind and as a means of 
studying the processing of afferent information in the central nervous system.”  One error in not 
citing an important and relevant older paper from the 929 research published in Nature’s 151st 
year is clearly a lower bound, but would suggest that the error rate can be estimated at ~0.1-
0.3%, which is quite small, and further confirms that the data in Supplementary Tables 1-5 
indicate an accurate representation of the true extent of the utility of historical papers for current 
scientific work.  
Results 
Cited papers from 1970 and earlier are listed in Supplementary Tables 1-5 in increasing order of 
relevance and importance of the older work to the new paper.  Dividing the papers into groups is 
somewhat of a subjective process, but the basic criteria used are as follows: Papers listed in 
Supplementary Table 1 are not utilized by the current scientific work but are interesting 
background material and often inspiring.  Supplementary Table 3 lists papers for which the older 
cited work is utilized in the recent paper.  Supplementary Table 5 lists papers for which the older 
paper is essential, important and proscriptive for new current science.  (The best example of a 
contemporary experimental paper that was directly and dramatically inspired and guided by a 
centuries old work was the demonstration of femtosecond time-delay holography27 which 
originated during a trip by first author Henry Chapman, his wife and fellow Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory scientist Saša Bajtand their daughter to a science museum where they saw a 
demonstration of Isaac Newton’s “dusty mirror” experiment. See Box 1.)  Papers listed in 
Supplementary Tables 2 and 4 fall in terms of importance and relevance to the current years’ 
work in between the criteria for Supplementary Tables 1 and 3, and 3 and 5, respectively.  
Comments in the final column of the Tables sometimes suggest why a paper in Supplementary 
Table 2 is not in Supplementary Table 3, or one in Supplementary Table 4 is not in 
Supplementary Table 5.  For example, if the older work has been continuously studied, the older 
cited paper then is not the direct impetus for the new research.  
 
Table 1 lists the age of the older papers.  There is a precipitous drop off in citations with time: 
44% of the older cited papers having been published between 1961 and 1970, 21% published 
1951-1960 and 20% published 1921-1950, 13% published 1851-1920 and only five citations to 
works from 1800-1850, three citations from the 1700s, two from pre-modern times and one from 
the ancient world (ref.28 cited in ref.29). 
 
Table 2 compares the older papers in terms of life and physical sciences. (Biochemistry, 
molecular biology, soil science and sociology of science are counted as life sciences; protein 
science, natural product synthesis and climate science as physical sciences.)  53% of 2019-2020 
papers citing older works were papers from the physical sciences significantly higher than the 
percentage of papers from the life sciences published in Nature ~7/18 (39%).  Furthermore, 
16.5/22 (76%) of 2019-2020 papers for which older citations were essential or crucial—those 
listed in Supplementary Tables 4 or 5—were physical science papers, very significantly in excess 
(p<0.01) of the expected number based on percentage of life vs. physical science papers 
published in the year.   
 
Table 3 tallies the non-English papers. Old books were referenced twenty times and monographs 
ten times.  
 
It was noted in Nature’s own 150th years anniversary video30 that physics papers published in 
Nature over the years have gone from having one or two authors to dozens or even hundreds of 
authors or more. There has also been an increase31 in the past two decades in the number of 
authors of papers in the medical and health sciences and other fields. I found that this trend is a 
general one across all scientific disciplines.  Indeed, in almost every single case (Supplementary 
Tables 1-5) in 2019-2020 (with only three partial exceptions) the older paper had fewer—
typically far fewer—authors than the current paper that cited it.  (Nett, Lau, & Sattely (ref.32, see 
Supplementary Table 4) cite three older papers with four or five authors; however, the earliest 
relevant papers they reference have only one or two authors.  Kumar & Bechhoefer (ref.33) in one 
of the few two author papers in the year cite two older papers with two authors, but the crucial 
oldest work they cite (ref.28) is by one author, Aristotle. The older work of Revelle and Suess34 is 
an important reference for the new study by Bronselaer and Zanna35.) 
 
Three works published before 1970 (refs.36,37,38) were cited by two different papers in Nature’s 
151st year: 
 
Über merkwürdige diskrete Eigenwerte.  [About strange discrete eigenvalues.] (ref.36, 
Supplementary Table 4) by mathematician and mathematical physicist John von Neumann 
(1903-1957) and physicist Eugene Wigner (1902-1995) published in 1929 in Zeitschrift für 
Physik describes what are now known as bound states in the continuum (BIC).  Wigner and von 
Neumann constructed a potential energy function such that there could in theory exist quantum 
mechanical states that have eigenvalues of sufficiently high energy to be in the continuum of 
states—the range in which all states radiate to infinity—but nonetheless do not.  BIC have been 
found in electromagnetic, acoustic, and water waves and are currently being studied39 in 
photonic crystals, optical waveguides, piezoelectric materials, quantum dots, graphene, and 
topological insulators.   
 
In the current year, Jin et al.40 proposed and demonstrated a new class of guided resonances in 
photonic crystal slabs that arise when multiple BICs merge in momentum space and enhance the 
quality factors of nearby resonances in the same band due to suppression of out-of-plane 
scattering losses.  Yin et al.41 propose and demonstrate a class of resonances in photonic crystal 
slabs that radiate only toward one side of the slab, with no mirror placed on the other side, that 
arise from the interaction of two half-integer topologically charged BICs. 
 
A connection between Wigner and von Neumann brings their 1929 paper back yet another era, 
even into the 19th century: The two attended Fasori Evangélikus Gimnázium in Budapest for 
high school and had the same math teacher, László Rátz (1863-1930).  Parents of both children 
sought Rátz for outside tutoring.  He only provided this for von Neumann.  Wigner was not bitter 
about this.  Indeed, in his banquet luncheon address42 before receiving the 1963 Nobel Prize in 
Physics for applications of group theory to quantum mechanics Wigner thanked Rátz. “My own 
history begins in the high-school in Hungary where my mathematics teacher, Rátz, gave me 
books to read and evoked in me a sense for the beauty of his subject.” 
 
Wigner and von Neumann’s potential has yet to be experimentally demonstrated, and quantum 
mechanical examples of BICs are scarce43, so future discoveries from Wigner and von 
Neumann’s “strange” eigenvalues may still await.   
 
Work tracing back to von Neumann is important for two other papers in this year’s Nature: (1) In 
196844 mathematician Dietrich Baess noticed that, curiously, traffic flow could get worse in 
some situations when a road was added to the network.  This could happen if drivers are all 
making the self-optimized decision to take the quickest route. Then a shortcut would become 
over-subscribed, and traffic would now be slowed, not improved, by the addition of the extra 
road.  Since then analogues of Braess’s paradox have been observed in electrical, biologic and 
other networks.   
 
Braess’s paradox continues to inspire: Recently Motter and colleagues45 (Supplementary Table 
4) designed and implemented microfluidic networks exhibiting a nonlinear relation between the 
applied pressure and the flow rate, which can be used to switch the direction of internal flows 
solely by manipulating the input and/or output pressures. As per Braess’s paradox, closing an 
intermediate channel results in a higher, rather than lower, total flow rate.  
 
More formally, Braess discovered that the Nash equilibrium46 is not necessarily the best overall 
flow through a network. Mathematician John Nash (1928-2015) worked in the context of game 
theory, not network flows. von Neumann and economist Oskar Morgenstern introduced the 
concept of a mixed-strategy—when players choose probabilistically from a set of pure 
strategies—equilibrium in their 1944 classic The Theory of Games and Economic Behavior47 and 
showed that an equilibrium will exist for any zero-sum game with a finite set of actions.  Nash 
defined a mixed-strategy equilibrium for any game with a finite set of actions and proved that at 
least one (mixed-strategy) Nash equilibrium must exist in such a game. 
 
(2) The Deep Mind group noted (ref.48, see Supplementary Table 4) that the self-play algorithms 
they had used for producing high level play in chess and Go were not as useful in developing an 
AI program to play StarCraft II, as self-play could chase cycles such as A defeats B, and B 
defeats C, but A loses to C) indefinitely without progressive learning.  Instead, they used 
fictitious self-play, originally rooted in a 1951 paper49, to avoid cycles by computing a best 
response against a uniform mixture of all previous policies.  The mixture converges to a Nash 
equilibrium in two-player zero-sum games. 
 
Alar Toomre’s Q parameter37 to assess the approximate stability of rotating gaseous accretion 
discs was useful for two studies in the current year (Supplementary Table 3). MacArthur and 
Wilson’s classic38 on island biogeography was cited in one paper on island flora50 and another 
paper on island bird fauna51 (see Supplementary Table 3).  
 
There was one paper in the year ref.52 (Supplementary Table 3) that ingeniously, industriously 
and effectively built upon work from two prior eras: shortly after the discovery of the pion, 
Fermi and Teller53 proposed the interesting idea that the negatively charged particle could 
replace an electron to make an exotic atom. A generation later, based on observations from 
helium bubble chamber experiments, George Condo54 suggested that pions could be absorbed 
into an atom by helium nuclei, and these hypothetical atoms were studied theoretically some 
years later55,56. In a Nature paper this year Masaki Hori52 and colleagues used modern laser 
technology to study these previously experimentally inaccessible atoms.  Based on the prior 
theoretical work, Hori and colleagues initially searched for Rydberg states of the negative pion 
with a principal quantum number n of 16.  But the paper by Hori and colleagues is not merely 
one of sophisticated modern technology verifying older previously set down theory.  In the 
highest and also most basic and oldest experimental tradition, when various transitions from the 
(16, 15) state with principal and orbital quantum numbers (n, l)) could not be found, some absent 
transitions in a system with multiple complex effects still not understood even with their own 
post-hoc theoretical analysis, Hori and colleagues studied the (n, l) = (17, 16) → (17, 15) 
transition of pionic helium and found a strong signal.   
 
(Rivilla et al.57 (Supplementary Table 3) cite papers from three different eras but only one is 
directly useful for the experiments conducted.) 
  
I want to mention one paper listed in Supplementary Table 5 (Xiang et al.58) which was 
published in print one weak earlier (September 19, 2019) than the time frame I studied, but also 
clearly illustrates the specific and directive utility of older science.  
 
Phil Baran and colleagues studied the problem of synthesizing hindered ethers.  They note that a 
168-year old59 method SN2 substitution is not particularly effective in producing hindered ethers.  
They then go back to an even older reaction, indeed from the oldest synthetic organic 
electrochemical reaction, the Kolbe dimerization which was discovered60 in 1847. Baran and 
colleague use the so-called interrupted Kolbe variant, also known as the Hofer–Moest reaction61, 
and a later variant62 as the start place for their method to synthesize hindered ethers.  The utility 
of historical work continues as Xiang et al. note their use of more recent63-66 but still older work 
helping in the specific development of their methods. 
 
 
Discussion and the Future of the Scientific Past 
117 out of 929 research papers (12.6%) published in Nature’s 151st year cited relevant papers 
published 1970 or earlier, a not insignificant number of current papers citing older works. 
However, for only 22 papers (2.4%) was the older work essential for the current year’s work.  
There was a with a steep fall off of papers cited with increasing age.  The omission rate of non-
citation of important older papers is likely only a few tenths of a percent.  So in answering in 
general terms the question posed in Nature’s pre-150th year anniversary Editorial2, overall 
researchers are well aware and respectful of the scientific past, and quite efficient with respect to 
incorporating and building on work from the past. 
 
Study of citations to older works illustrates a remarkable stability in the boundaries of scientific 
disciplines over time. There are only a few papers for which the older cited work and the current 
papers are in different fields: The paper by Nitzan et al.67 (Supplementary Table 2) is a genetics 
paper, while the paper cited by Monge (1781)68 is applied math.   The protein structure paper by 
Senior et al.69 (Supplementary Table 3) cites a 1935 physical chemistry paper (ref.70).  The paper 
by Pagano et al.71 describing the synthesis and characterization of complex inorganic compounds 
satisfying Hückel’s rule for antiaromaticity (Supplementary Table 4) cites two older organic 
chemistry papers (refs.72,73) as models and inspiration.  The molecular biology paper by Pillai et 
al.74 (Supplementary Table 3) cites older papers from multiple disciplines. The paper of 
Ioannidis et al.75 (Supplementary Table 4) uses modern genetic methods to assess older 
anthropologic theories.  Conclusions of the neuronal cell biology paper by Reilly et al.76 
(Supplementary Table 3) were inspired by an evolutionary biology paper by Dobzhansky77.  The 
soil science paper of Nottingham et al.78 (Supplementary Table 2) makes use of an old geology 
monograph describing the locale used for their study.  
 
Perhaps, most fittingly coming at the end of my 151st year review, the paper by Katanaev and 
colleagues79 (Supplementary Table 5) describing the understanding and production of 
nanocoatings based on design principles of the Drosophila cornea is both a life science and 
physical science paper, the key reference and inspiring and guiding spirit for which is Alan 
Turing’s 1952 classic paper80 explaining morphogenesis using dynamical systems.  
 
As shown in Table 2, for the papers in Supplementary Tables 1-3 the modern papers are split 
fairly equally between the physical and life sciences in terms of citing an older work, though the 
percentage of physical science papers significantly exceeds the expected number based on the 
percentage of physical science papers overall in Nature (~39%).  However, in Supplementary 
Tables 4 and 5 there is an even greater percentage of papers from the physical sciences and again 
very significantly higher than expected based on the relative proportion of life science papers to 
physical science papers published in Nature.  Why might this be?  There may be more 
fundamental principles in the physical sciences that, once laid down, continue to be useful, and 
more modern technologies enable them to be tested and utilized more.  Whereas, in the biologic 
sciences, principles may be less general and new technologies have initiated entireties of new 
fields supplanting use or relevance of older papers. 
 Table 3 shows that English has been the language of science since about 1930, replacing the 
French and German of the 19th and early 20th centuries.  All the cited papers in Russian are 
physics papers, consistent with the parallel development of physics in the West and the former 
Soviet Union in the 1950s-1970s.  
 
What is the use in the future for the scientific past?   The biologic sciences are particularly 
efficient with respect to past work. Only very rarely are older works essential.  Indeed, Darwin 
and Wallace were each cited just once in the year (ref.81 cited in ref.74, ref.82 cited in ref.83) and 
Darwin only to say the given example of molecular evolution of a protein structure is not an 
example of classic gradualistic evolutionary change. (The paper citing Wallace (ref.83, see 
Supplementary Table 2) took with Wallace’s work on the geographic distribution of animals and 
plants as important background perspective at the implications for global biotic homogenization 
of human introduction of species to new locales.) For current physics research, it might be most 
useful when looking to past work, not to journals but collected works, such as of those who had 
more than one paper cited in Nature’s 151st year, e.g., I.M. Lifshitz (1917-1982) (ref.9 cited in 
ref.7 (Supplementary Table 2) and ref.84 cited in ref.85 (Supplementary Table 3)) and Wigner and 
von Neumann whose joint paper (ref.36) was cited twice (see above and Supplementary Table 4), 
as well two other papers by Wigner (refs.86.87)  were cited in the year (by ref.88 Supplementary 
Table 3, ref.89 Supplementary Table 2), and for two papers discussed above (refs.45,48) von 
Neumann’s work was a key precursor.   (Two biochemistry papers by Jacques Monod (1910-
1976) are cited by papers in Supplementary Table 3.) Organic chemistry seems to be iterative 
with respect to prior work, and thus it may be particularly useful in this field when looking for 
new reactions, enzymes, substrates or conditions to read old papers to look for examples, hints, 
analogies or related reactions.  
 
Future studies can assess the current utility by field of more recent older papers—those from the 
1970’s, ‘80’s and ’90’s.   
 
We never know when we will visit a historic site, museum, go into a bookstore or library or go 
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Table 1 Number of papers cited by time period.  
Time period # papers cited in 
Tables 1-3 
# papers cited in 
Tables 4 or 5 
Total # of papers 
cited/decade 
Ancient world 0 1 - 
Pre-modern 0 2 - 
1700s 3 0 0.3 
1800-1850 3 2 1 
1851-1900 8 5 2.6 
1901-1910 9 3 12 
1911-1920 6 1 7 
1921-1930 7 5 12 
1931-1940 15 1 16 
1941-1950 13 6 19 
1951-1960 35 18 53 




Table 2 Recent papers in the physical vs. life sciences that cite papers from 1970 or earlier.  
Table  Physical sciences Life sciences 
1 1 9 
2 15 16 
3 29 25 
4 15 4 
5 2.5 1.5 
 
 
Table 3 Non-English older cited works (bold indicates key cited work from Table 4 or 5). 
Language Year of publication of cited work 
Ancient Greek Aristotle (384-322 BCE) 
Latin 1710 
French 1781, 1829, 1872, 1900, 1930, 1954, 1962 
German 1838, 1847, 1851, 1887, 1892, 1899, 1901, 
1901, 1902, 1902, 1903, 1910, 1910, 1913, 
1915, 1919, 1929, 1935, 1952, 1968 




Box 1 Newton’s dusty mirror experiment still inspiring and specifically guiding new experiments 
three centuries later. 
 
In 2005 husband and wife physicists from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Henry 
Chapman and Saša Bajt took their daughter to the Chabot Space and Science Center in Oakland, 
California.  There, they saw a replica of an experiment in which Isaac Newton had sent a beam 
of light through a hole in a screen1. The beam reflected off a mirror and back onto the screen—
which, to Newton’s surprise, produced concentric rings of light. 
 
Newton found2 that the squares of the diameters of the bright rings followed an integer 
progression with their diameters depended on the thickness of the glass.  The explanation for 
Newton’s ring phenomenon was given3 a century after Newton’s experiment by scientist and 
physician Thomas Young (1773-1829).  The effect is caused by interference at the screen 
between two paths of light scattering from dust particles on the mirror’s front surface: (1) light 
scatters from a particle on its way in towards the mirror, after which it reflects from the silvered 
surface, and (2) light is first reflected from the silvered surface before scattering. (Interestingly, 
two generations before Newton, master experimentalist Robert Hooke (1635-1703) in his 
monumental classic Micrographia4 described and illustrated Hooke’s rings, an interference 
phenomenon not unrelated to that produced by Newton’s dusty mirror.)   
 
Chapman noted5 that upon seeing the demonstration of Newton’s experiment in the science 
museum, “It suddenly struck me that you could do the same thing with short pulses and X-ray 
mirrors, and it would be really interesting if the X- ray pulse was shorter than the time it takes for 
it to travel from the dust particle to the back of the mirror and back.” 
 
Chapman, Bajt and their colleagues then designed and demonstrated6 a dynamic femtosecond—
as opposed to Newton’s static—X-ray wavelength version of Newton’s visible light experiment 
to image an exploding sphere with unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution: They placed 
140-nm-diameter spherical polystyrene particles—the analogue of Newton’s dust—on a 20-nm-
thick silicon nitride membrane that was mounted with a thin spacer in front of a multilayer 
mirror. Instead of reading results from a screen as Newton did, Chapman and colleagues used a 
second plane mirror angled at 45 degrees to reflect the interference pattern onto a back-
illuminated CCD detector. Chapman and colleagues were then able to follow the explosion of the 
polystyrene spheres using a focused 25 fs pulse of 32.5 nm light.  While the conditions in 
Newton’s experiment were static, in the experiment of Chapman and colleagues they were 
dynamic with their “dusty particles” (the polystyrene spheres) changing size in the brief interval 
that the pulse takes to reflect back to the particle (and ultimately being vaporized by the X-ray 
pulse).  The team described6 their interference pattern as an X-ray hologram, caused by the 
interference of a reference beam scattered from the sphere on the first pass, and then scattered 
again from the “unknown object” (the exploding sphere) on the second pass. 
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Supplementary Table 1 References to older papers that provide background or historical 
examples.  
 
Field of Study 2019-2020 paper Old references Comment 
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from multiple system 
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Physiology Tan, H., Sisti, A.C., 
Jin, H. et al. The gut–
brain axis mediates 
sugar preference. 
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(2020).  
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The old monograph 
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dramatically notes a ten-
fold (4.5 kg to 45 kg) 
increase in refined sugar 
products consumed by 
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but older papers are 
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Supplementary Table 2 References to older papers that have some specific inspiration or utility 
for the current science.  
 
Field of study 2019-2020 paper Old references Comment 
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Transport: Old and 
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(Springer, 2008). 
The topic studied in 
the new paper is 
modeled as an optimal 
transport problem—an 
idea which dates to the 
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papers from the last 
decade or two on 












585, 91–95 (2020).  
 




Arch. Anat. Physiol. 
Wiss. Med. 1838, 103–
128 (1838). 




Arb. Grosshirnr. 4, 1–
168 (1910). 
Cammermeyer, J. A 
comparative study of 
intervascular 
connective tissue 
strands in the central 
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nanotubes to structures 
observed nearly two 
centuries ago is highly 
intriguing.   
Ecology Fricke, E.C., 
Svenning, J. 
Accelerating 
Wallace, A. R. The 
Geographical 
Distribution of Animals 
Wallace’s work on 
geographic 





585, 74–78 (2020). 
and Plants (Harper & 
Brothers, 1876). 
 
and plants is 
inspirational to 
modern scientists 
studying the impact on 
biotic homogenization 
caused by species 
introductions by 
humans.   
Evolution Todesco, M., 
Owens, G.L., 








Romanes, G. J. 
Physiological 
selection; an additional 
suggestion on the 
origin of species. Zool. 
J. Linn. Soc. 19, 337–
411 (1886). 
Clausen, J. Stages in 
the Evolution of Plant 
Species (Cornell Univ. 
Press, 1951). 
 
Heiser, C. B., Jr. 
Hybridization in the 
annual sunflowers: 
Helianthus annuus × 
H. debilis var. 
cucumerifolius. 
Evolution 5, 42–51 
(1951). 
Heiser, C. B. Three 
new annual sunflowers 
(Helianthus) from the 
southwestern United 
States. Rhodora 60, 
272–283 (1958). 
Heiser, C. B. & Smith, 




The question of 
adaptation of a species 
to multiple 
environments dates 
back to criticism of 
Darwin’s theories by 





Older works provide 
helpful reference data 
on sunflowers. 
Microbiology Rafiqi, A.M., 
Rajakumar, A. & 
Abouheif, E. Origin 




Blochmann, F. Über 
das Vorkommen 
bakterienähnlicher 
Gebilde in den 
Geweben und Eiern 
verschiedener Insekten. 
Old observations of 
endosymbiosis 
between ants and 
bacteria and still 






Zbl. Bakteriol. 11, 
234–240 (1892). 
Tanquary, M. C. 
Biological and 
Embryological Studies 
on Formicidae. PhD 




Animals with Plant 
Microorganisms 
(Interscience, 1965). 
Neurophysiology Kim, J.J., Gharpure, 






























Overton, E. Studien 
über die Narkose 
Zugleich ein Beitrag 
zur allgemeinen 
Pharmakologie 
(Gustav Fischer, 1901). 
Old ideas about the 
mechanism of action 
of general anesthetics 
still intriguing and 
inspiring further 
current research. 
Organic chemistry Garçon, M., 
Bakewell, C., 
Sackman, G.A. et 
al. A hexagonal 




General reference on 
the topic, inspirational 




393 (2019).  
 
compounds. Nobel 
Lecture, 11 December 
1913. The Nobel Prize 
useful for the modern 
study. 
 
Human evolution Hublin, J., Sirakov, 
N., Aldeias, V. et al. 
Initial Upper 
Palaeolithic Homo 






Keith, A. Problems 
relating to the teeth of 
the earlier forms of 
prehistoric man. Proc. 
R. Soc. Med. 6, 103–
124 (1913). 
Shaw, J. The Teeth, the 
Bony Palate and the 
Mandible in Bantu 
Races of South Africa 
(Bale and Danielsson, 
London, 1938). 
Kallay, J. in Dental 
Anthropology (ed. 
Brothwell, D.) 75–86 
(Pergamon, 1963). 
Old method of 
characterization of 
molar teeth is useful in 
assigning fossil finds 
to Homo sapiens 
subspecies.  
 
Glaciology  Lai, C., Kingslake, 
J., Wearing, M.G. et 








Griffith, A. A. The 
phenomena of rupture 
and flow in solids. 
Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A 
221, 163–198 (1921). 
Irwin, G. R. Analysis 
of stresses and strains 
near the end of a crack 
traversing a plate. J. 
Appl. Mech. 24, 361–
364 (1957). 
Old studies used by 
the current authors in 
the development of 
their model of ice-
shelf fracturing. 
Material science Pan, J., Ivanov, 
Y.P., Zhou, W.H. et 
al. Strain-hardening 





562 (2020).  
Taylor, G. I. The 




R. Soc. Lond. A 145, 
362–387 (1934). 
 
Old reference one 






science old work) 
Jiang, C., Lian, X., 




Popper, K. Die Logik 




of the principle of 
empiric falsification 
continues to drive 
thoughts about further 
spontaneous control 





experiments in a 
modern study. 
Physics Cheng, B., Mazzola, 
G., Pickard, C.J. et 








Wigner, E. & 
Huntington, H. B. On 
the possibility of a 
metallic modification 
of hydrogen. J. Chem. 
Phys. 3, 764–770 
(1935). 
Ashcroft, N. W. 
Metallic hydrogen: a 
high-temperature 
superconductor? Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 21, 1748–
1749 (1968). 
Old theoretic work 
continues to inspire 
recent computational 
studies. 
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Wilcox, O.F. et al. 
Neurons that 
regulate mouse 
torpor. Nature 583, 
115–121 (2020).  
Teague, R. S. & 
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Organic chemistry Kumar, R., Flodén, 
N.J., Whitehurst, 
W.G. et al. A 
general carbonyl 
alkylative amination 
for tertiary amine 
synthesis. Nature 
Reiber, H. G. & 
Stewart, T. D. The tetra 
alkyl methylene 
immonium salts. J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 62, 3026–
3030 (1940). 
 
Old paper that 
catalogs apparent 
difficulty of a reaction 
is inspiring, but not 
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of Parkinson’s 
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old theory of 
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induced by a double 
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appreciated. The 
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continued durability 
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al. use it to explain 
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Ta7S12 produced by 
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